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STRIPPERSTM V7.0

H
ip
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tector

Our world beating lower body protectors – StrippersTM – continue to be a huge success.

Stripper v7.0 with its enhanced features continues to dominate the market. StrippersTM protect front and back 
thighs, hip and (in the P1 model) buttock. They are 3D moulded which means they always stay in place. The 
waistband has two fitting options that enable a great fit. 
StrippersTM integrated design allows natural movement & mobility. 

Easy to use and washable.

RH/LH Sizes:
XL, L, M & S
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• Natural movement & mobility with slots for ease 

of mobility when compressed

• Multiple adjustments

• 3D Shaping

• Slimline profile

• Easy to put on, easy to take off

160kph 130kph

3D Shaping

110kph

MATERIAL
A thin layer of hi-impact plastic (P1 only), is combined with 

two layers of EVA 30 and EVA 70 foams to offer outstanding 
protection and comfort across all Stripper models. On the P1, 

mobility slots are then added to enable ease of movement 
when compressed. This sandwich of foam and plastic is then 

3-D moulded to facilitate a snug fit to your thighs. It is this 
combination of materials and fit that add up to a protective 

combination that is second to none. PE hi-impact plastic

EVA Foam

Quick-dry polyester

RH/LH Sizes: 
XS & XXS

RH/LH Sizes:
XL, L, M & S
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Aero Forearm and Chest protectors utilise the same market leading 3D moulding technology to provide the safest, 
most comfortable protection on the market. Catering to every players age and size, Aero’s range of Forearm & Chest 
protectors have you covered from your first ball to your first Test. 
 
Aero’s Forearm Protection is designed with a durable lycra blend sleeve that ensures comfort and positioning for 
maximum protection.

Stretch Fit

A thin layer of hi-impact plastic (P1 only), is combined with two layers of EVA 30 and EVA 70 foams to offer 
outstanding protection and comfort across both models. This sandwich of foam and plastic is then 3D moulded to 
maximum protection with superior comfort.

P1 ambidextrous: L, M, S
P3 ambidextrous: XS

160kph 110kph

FOREARM PROTECTION
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The ESCU Wrist Guard has been carefully designed, developed and tested by today’s professional cricketers. It 
provides protection for the most vulnerable part of the forearm without sacrificing performance, comfort or 
flexibility.

Through its elastic construction, the ESCU Wrist Guard eliminates the need for velcro and straps. The anatomical 
design allows for movement without restriction, enabling an unimpeded bat swing.

Features include; High impact polypropylene shell paired with high density closed cell foam for impact absorption, 
3D Modeled Shell for contoured fit, lightweight and slim profile for unrestricted movement, elastic construction for 
a contoured fit, moisture wicking and breathable material - keeps you dry and comfortable, machine washable.

Fits both right and left handed players.

ESCU WRIST GUARDS

Sizes: Senior

Colour:  Navy, Black,  
White

Sizes: Junior

Colour:  Navy, Black,  
White
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Ambidextrous strap

Ad
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Vertical m
obility creases

Aero Chest Protectors use a series of connected high density closed cell tiles that allow a perfect fit for any body 
shape. Each tile is constructed with multi-layered EVA foam, designed for maximum impact absorption. The addition 
of the holster strap design ensures maximum protection with superior comfort.

P1 Chest Protector

- 3 layers of superior closed-cell EVA foam   

  protection 

- Elite shock absorption for superior protection

- Machine Washable

- Extremely light weight

- Multiple body sizing for the perfect fit

- Up to 160 kph protection

Ambidextrous: L, M, S

    P3 Chest Protector 

- Most advanced Youth protection available

- Builds confidence against short pitched bowling

- Extremely light weight

- Washable material

- Vertical mobility creases

Ambidextrous: XS

CHEST PROTECTION

Constructed from tough closed cell foam, our leg protectors are light and 
durable, offering better protection than traditional pads. Featuring 2 straps 
& 3D shaping, Aero leg protectors don’t get in the way when playing shots 
or running - in fact, the patented shape of our leg protectors means that all 
players will be able to run between the wickets faster.

110kph

LEG PROTECTION
JUNIOR

Our elite youth leg protectors are the most advanced youth leg protectors on 
the market today. 65% lighter than old traditional style cane pads.

- Lightweight, allowing you to run faster between wickets 

- Improved liner designed with thick foam for both comfort and protection

Upgraded Protection & Comfort Liner

Ambidextrous: S, XS & XXS
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Technologically advanced materials, improved protection and feel,  
leaves traditional inners in their wake.

- Superior durability 

- Better protection, where you need it

- Brilliant fit and flexibility 

- Ergonomic stitching to make catching easier 

KPR Wicket Keeping Inners

P1 and P2 Sizes: L, M, S, XS

P3 Size : XS

Breathable m

esh

Breathable m
esh

Pa
dd

in
g

Si
lic

one finger tips

The pressure on keepers in the modern game has grown immensely over the last few years. Yet the equipment used 
by these key players has barely changed at all.  

Our KPR range is designed to meet the needs of the modern keeper.

KPR WICKET KEEPING 
PROTECTION
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KPR Wicket Keeping Face Protector v2.0

TESTED TO NEW BS7928:2013 STANDARD

The KPR face protector is new and improved. The V2 features uninterrupted viewing, an improved elastic strapping 
system and high-density 3D moulded padding. It is also super lightweight. As used by International and First Class 
Cricketers worldwide.

P2 - Senior (as pictured)
P3 - Youth (v1.0 design)

• Clear sight of the ball all the way into the gloves

• Upgraded strapping system leading to better fit and comfort

• New 3D moulded forehead and chin parts ensuring a more comfortable fit
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CLOTHING

DESIGNER 
HELMET COVERS

Aero Clothing, like our protective and equipment range, has been designed with the cricketer in mind. We use 
lightweight and breathable fabric on garments that are constructed to be functional and enduring.

Aero Trousers

Lightweight microfiber knit pants with elasticated drawstring 
waist and two side pockets.

Colours: White, Cream

Junior Sizes: 8,10,12,14,16 
Senior sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

See Sizing Guide at the back of the catalogue to help find 
the perfect fit.

Transform any helmet instantly. Clever 5 piece construction from 4 way stretch Lycra fits all major brand 
helmets. Available in 9 premium colours. Custom Made designs with team logos & designs also possible. 
Fast delivery & low minimum order.
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Lightweight and breathable. “High cut” above the hip for 
maximum mobility. Moisture-wicking, antibacterial textiles - same 
as strippers™. Quick washing/quick drying.  The pouch shape 
combines with our groin protector cups and most other boxes.

Designed with the youth of today in mind and are sure to be very 
popular. 

Groin Protector Briefs

Groin Protector Trunks

Sizes: XXL, XL, L, M, S, XS & XXS 

See Sizing Guide at the back of the catalogue to help find 
the perfect fit. 

Sizes: XXL, XL, L, M, S, XS & XXS 

See Sizing Guide at the back of the catalogue to help find 
the perfect fit. 

Stretch materia
l

Will f
it 

al
l c

up
 types

H
ig

h cut

Quick w
ash & dry

Designed to integrate with the strippers™ with extra long leg length 
to cover the lower quadriceps muscle for total comfort. Uses the same 
hard wearing high-quality performance textiles used on the Strippers™ 
& briefs. The extra long contoured pouch will snug fit all cup types but 
we recommend the Aero cup for the best fit & protection.

Groin Protector Shorts

Sizes: XXL, XL, L, M, S, XS & XXS 
 
See Sizing Guide at the back of the catalogue to 
help find the perfect fit. 

W

ill
 fi

t 
al

l c
up types

UNDER GARMENTS, 
SOCKS & ACCESSORIES
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Lightweight snug-fitting ergonomic design that stays in place with no 
chafing against the inner thigh.  Extremely comfortable with single piece 

moulded silicone outer (no stitching here!). Integrates with Strippers™ 
and Aero underwear. Fits most jockstraps.

Groin Protector Cup 

Sizes: Senior & Youth

Silic
on

e 
ed

ge

Train harder, for longer. As used by the 

world’s best Cricketers.

- Super sticky silicone palm

- Reinforced Amara leather 

  knuckles and thumb

- Breathable stretch lycra backing 

- Builds confidence in Junior players. 

Sizes: Senior & Youths

Fielding Practice Gloves

This excellent cricket sock features a cushioned foot, flat toe seam, 
elasticated ankle and arch support. Made from 75% Cotton, 15% 

Polyester, 5% Elastoliene Fiber, 2% Nylon & 3% Spandex

Sizes: L (11-13), M (6-10), S (2-5)

Cricket Socks 3 pack
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There is an Aero cricket bag for everyone - from the touring pro to the young cricketer just starting to play the 
game. Our bags all share something in common. They are made of premium grade materials and use incredibly hard 
wearing zips and high quality wheels. Aero cricket bags are durable, easy to use and offer great protection for your 
equipment.

LUGGAGE

We offer a combination lock with 
every stand up bag

94cm x 35cm x 35cm 

B1 Maxi Bag
A top end, cleverly designed wheelie bag that will transport 

all your kit  and more. Featuring independent, easy-access 
compartments for shoes and helmet as well as a larger internal 

space to carry bat, pads, gloves, clothing etc. External zipped 
pockets to hold knick-knacks as well as a very handy ‘Chiller 

Zone’ pocket to keep drinks/food cool and fresh.

94cm x 40cm x 40cm

Product is in production at time of print and final 
colours may vary slightly from those shown

Stand Up Tour Bag
The best-selling top end bag available. Includes three 
individual bags to cater for every players needs – Stand up 
kit bag, gym bag and toiletries bag. The Tour bag boasts a 
specifically lined shoe compartment, 3 individual padded 
bat sleeves, internal shelf to separate gloves and helmet, 
plenty of external pockets and a combination lock to keep 
your valuables secure.
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B2 Midi Wheelie Bag 

An attractive, superbly made 
wheelie bag that has plenty of room 

to carry your cricket gear. External 
bat pocket that will keep your bat 

protected and safe.

B2 Midi Duffle Bag

A back-pack duffle bag with fully 
adjustable straps. Ideal hands-free 

alternative to dragging your equipment 
around. Get to the game with ease and 
without getting tired. Plenty of room in 

the bag to house and carry everything 
from equipment to clothing.

B3 Junior Wheelie Bag

An ideal wheelie for the young 
cricketer or just a handy size bag for 

those who don’t need to carry lots of 
stuff. Compact and lightweight with an 

external bat pocket.

86 cm x 34 cm x 26 cm

89cm x 30cm x 30cm

76cm x 30cm x 28cm
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BALLS

QUICK TECH TRAINING
& COACHING PRODUCTS

AeroBall 
Match Weight Red 
Junior or Senior

AeroBall 
Club Red 
Junior or Senior

AeroBall
Club White
Junior or Senior

AeroBall
Club Pink
Junior or Senior 

AeroBall
Trainer Red/Yellow
Junior or Senior 

Coaches and clubs are always looking for those key aids to help them in training their players.  
Aero Quick Tech products are designed to help coaches with all aspects of their tasks.

Quick Tech Universal Flexi Stump
Set of 3 - Secured by a solid rubber base. Easy to disassemble 
and pack flat. Useful for indoor and outdoor use. Durable in all 
conditions.

Quick Tech Plastic Bat 
and skill ball 

Size: FS, H, 1 - 6.

Aero Off Stump Target
Essential Training aid for bowlers 
at all levels.
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FEED BUDDY
Feed Buddy Machine

Feed Buddy allows batters to practice alone with a ball automatically 
released every 5 seconds. The Feed Buddy works with Tennis balls or 

Feed Buddy balls (Light bowling machine balls).

Feed Buddy Garden Net
The new Feed Buddy Garden Net fits in smaller backyards 
and can be used fully enclosed, fully open or half open with 
a bowling machine. Dimensions are 5m long, 3m wide and 
3m high. The net takes minutes to install, and is pegged down 
meaning it can be permanent or put up/down daily.

Speed Buddy Bowling Machine
The Speed Buddy Bowling Machine is a new addition to the Feed Buddy family providing accurate feeds up to 
90km/h. Using two internal wheels to propel the ball its automatic system releases a ball every 6-8 seconds.  
The Speed Buddy Bowling Machine works with the Feed Buddy balls.

Feed Buddy Balls
Feed Buddy balls are a similar shape, size and 
weight to light bowling machine balls, so they 
feel a little bit more realistic than tennis balls.  

6 x Balls per pack.

Feed Buddy Tennis Balls
Premium quality yellow Feed Buddy tennis balls 

to use with the Feed Buddy Machine. 
6 x Balls per pack.

Feed Buddy Stacker
The Feed Buddy Additional Ball Stacker allows 

another 6 balls to be used automatically and 
saves time having to fetch balls so frequently.
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FUSION

PUGG

Fusion Target Stumps
Fusion target stumps are the most versatile, reliable and technologically 
advanced training stump available. The Fusion Stump always stands up 
straight, is virtually unbreakable and interchangeable between indoor and 
outdoor use. Brilliant for fielding & wicket-keeping drills, match day warm 
up and slips practice.

Pugg Goals
Pugg Goals are the ideal time saver during fielding 
practice placed behind the fielding stump, all but 
the wildest of throws will be caught in the large 
net. Comes in a carry bag and is lightweight, easy to 
assemble. As used by international teams and coaches.

Size: 6ft w x 3.5ft h x 3.5ft d

Fusion Skyer 2.0 Bat
The all new Fusion Skyer 2.0 with Hyperface Technology 

takes the original and best coaches’ bat on the market and 
gives it a Turbo boost. Designed to hit the ball much higher 

and further than a normal cricket bat, without the risk of 
fatigue or injury.

Fusion Target Stump Base 
Heavy duty base compatible with Fusion 

Target Stumps. Provides stability and a 
spring back mechanism for stumps.

Fusion Spike Attachment
Spike attachment for the single  

Fusion Fielding Stump.

Sizes: Standard or Shorty (14”)       Colours: Orange or Yellow
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NOTES
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Aero Leg Protectors

Size XXS XS S M L

Length 
from 

knee to 
ankle

- - 37-40cm 40-43cm 43-45cm

- - 37-40cm 40-43cm 43-45cm

31-34cm 34-37cm 37-40cm - -

Aero Forearm Protectors

Size XS S M L

Length 
from 

elbow 
to wrist

- 23-25cm 26-27cm 28-30cm

21-22cm - - -

Aero Chest Protectors

Size XS S M L

Chest
- 82-94cm 95-107cm 108-120cm

68-81cm - - -

Aero Strippers™ 

Size XXS XS S M L

Length 
from hip 
to knee

- - 48-51cm 52-56cm 57-61cm

- - 48-51cm 52-56cm 57-61cm

38-42cm 43-47cm - - -

SIZING GUIDES
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UK
cm

EU
US

Sock Sizing Guide

S M L

23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32

34 36 37 41 43 45

2 3 4 75 8 10 11 12 136 9 

2 3 4 75 8 10 11 12 136 9 

39 47

Centimetres

S
UK 2-5

M
UK 6-10

L
UK 11-13

Aero - Trunks, Briefs & Shorts

Size XXS XS S M L XL XXL

Waist
55-63cm 64-72cm 73-81cm 82-90cm 91-99cm 100-108cm 109-117cm

22-24ins 25-27ins 28-31ins 32-35ins 36-38ins 39-42ins 43-46ins

Aero - Trousers

Size 8 10 12 14 S/16

- 60.96-63cm 66.04-68.6cm 71.12-73.7cm 76.2-78.7cm

- 24-25ins 26-27ins 28-29ins 30-31ins

Waist M L XL XXL

81.3-83.8cm 86.4-89cm 91.44-94cm 96.5-99cm

32-33ins 34-35ins 36-37ins 38-39ins

ESCU Wrist Guard

Size Junior Senior

Wrist  
circumference

14cm & under 15cm & over
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TRADING TERMS 2022/2023

GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF TRADING

General
These terms and conditions shall apply to the exclusion of all others including any Terms and Conditions 
of the Customer (whether on the Customer’s order form or otherwise). No goods or services will be sup-
plied by Cricket and Hockey Holdings Limited (CHHL) on any terms or conditions other than those set 
out herein and by taking delivery of the goods the Customer shall be deemed to agree to these Terms 
and Conditions.

Payment
The Customer agrees to comply with the trading terms of CHHL and payment for goods or services shall 
be made by the Customer to CHHL thirty (30) days from the date of the invoice. It is agreed that if the 
Customer does not make payment within the period specified herein then CHHL shall have the right to 
impose a default charge of 2.5% per month to any amount outstanding for more than thirty (30) days 
from the date of the invoice. All payments are to be made directly to CHHL. CHHL reserves the right to 
withhold supply if the customer fails to comply with the trading terms of CHHL. CHHL reserves the right 
to extend or withhold credit and to determine the length and volume of credit. Any discounts which 
may apply to a customer are rescinded if the customer is trading outside the terms of CHHL.

Claims
The Customer will be deemed to have accepted the goods as being in accordance with its order unless 
the customer notifies CHHL of its claim within 7 days of receipt of the goods.
No return of allegedly defective or faulty goods will be accepted by CHHL unless CHHL has given prior 
authorisation for the return.
Goods are not supplied on a “consignment” or “sale or return” basis.
Any unauthorised return of goods will incur a 50% handling charge. Any goods returned in a damaged 
condition will incur a handling charge depending on the condition of the goods.
Goods returned for credit must have an original invoice number quoted.
Parts and incomplete gear ordered cannot be returned.

Warranty
All warranties whether expressed or implied and whether statutory or otherwise with regard to the 
goods supply by CHHL as to quality, fitness for purpose or any other matter are hereby excluded except 
insofar as any such warranties are incapable of exclusion at law. Warranty claims must be forwarded 
direct to CHHL and will be repaired, replaced or credited in that order, at the discretion of CHHL. All 
goods must be forwarded freight prepaid.

Freight Costs
CHHL shall not be liable for freight costs on goods returned to it by the Customer. Freight forwarding 
will be done at the discretion of CHHL unless prior arrangements are made.

Costs
Should payment remain outstanding beyond CHHL’s payment terms as outlined above, the Customer 
is liable for all costs including legal costs (on a solicitor/own client basis) and mercantile agents fees 
incurred by CHHL in recovering the amount outstanding.
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Change of Ownership
The customer agrees to notify CHHL in writing of any change of ownership of the customer within 7 
days from the date of such a change and indemnifies CHHL against any loss or damage incurred by it as 
a result of the Customer’s failure to notify CHHL of any change.

Cancellation
Orders placed with CHHL cannot be cancelled without the approval of CHHL. In the event that CHHL 
accepts the cancellation of any order placed with it shall be entitled to charge a reasonable fee for any 
work done on behalf of CHHL to the date of cancellation including a fee for the processing and ac-
cept-ance of the Customer’s order and request for cancellation.

Lien
The Customer hereby acknowledges that CHHL has a lien over all the goods in its possession belonging 
to the customer to secure payment of any or all amounts outstanding from time to time.

Title to Goods
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary expressed or implied, property of the goods shall remain with 
CHHL and shall not pass to the Customer until CHHL has received payment in full for the goods and the 
Customer has discharged in full all its accounts with CHHL. For the avoidance of doubt, if goods are par-
tially paid for, then title in those goods does not pass to the Customer until such time as the goods have 
been paid for in full. Should the Customer on-sell goods which it hasn’t paid for, then the Custom-er 
agrees that at the date of that on-sale, title in any other goods previously supplied by CHHL (which the 
Customer continues to have on hand) will be deemed to be transferred by the Customer to CHHL up the 
value of any amount owing by the Customer to CHHL. If payment is made by the Customer by way of 
cheque, ownership shall not pass to the Customer until the cheque has been honoured.
Until the goods are paid for in full the Customer shall hold all goods supplied by CHHL (whether paid for 
or not) as a Trustee for CHHL.
In the event that the Customer fails to pay CHHL for the goods by the due date required for payment 
under CHHL’s terms of trade, the Customer hereby agrees to deliver up goods previously supplied by 
CHHL (whether paid for or not) to CHHL upon demand by CHHL and consents to CHHL retaining pos-
ses-sion of such goods up to the value of the amount unpaid. CHHL retains the right to enter premises 
and seize goods in the event of a default in payment.
The parties acknowledge that by supplying or accepting goods on the terms herein specified, it is not 
intended to create a charge, mortgage or other security interest over any of the goods supplied.

Certificate
A certificate signed by an officer of CHHL will be primal face evidence of the Customer’s liability to 
CHHL at the date of the Certificate.

Jurisdiction
The proper law of all contracts arising between CHHL and the Customer is the law of England and the 
parties agree that all claims and disputes relating to the goods sold shall be determined in the Court of 
competent jurisdiction nearest Bromley in Kent.

In no event shall the liability of CHHL exceed the value of those goods supplied by CHHL.

Authorised CHHL accounts with purchases less than $2,000/AUD or NZD $3500 annually will be subject 
to review and closure at the discretion of CHHL.

No employee of CHHL (with the exception of CHHL’s Managing Director), agent, customer or other has 
the authority to alter the Terms and Conditions of Aero.
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